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a b s t r a c t

This paper focuses on the optimal sensor placement problem for the identification of pipe failure locations
in large-scale urban water systems. The problem involves selecting the minimum number of sensors
such that every pipe failure can be uniquely localized. This problem can be viewed as a minimum test
cover (MTC) problem, which is NP-hard. We consider two approaches to obtain approximate solutions
to this problem. In the first approach, we transform the MTC problem to a minimum set cover (MSC)
problem and use the greedy algorithm that exploits the submodularity property of the MSC problem to
compute the solution to the MTC problem. In the second approach, we develop a new augmented greedy
algorithm for solving the MTC problem. This approach does not require the transformation of the MTC
to MSC. Our augmented greedy algorithm provides in a significant computational improvement while
guaranteeing the same approximation ratio as the first approach. We propose several metrics to evaluate
the performance of the sensor placement designs. Finally,wepresent detailed computational experiments
for a number of real water distribution networks.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Infrastructure deterioration, demand-supply uncertainty, and
risk of disruptions pose new challenges in maintaining modern
infrastructures. Resilient urban infrastructures including water
distribution systems, transportation networks, and electric grids
are crucial for societal well-being. Smart infrastructure operation
driven by sensing and actuation technologies have been identified
as one of the primary solutions towards resilient urban systems
(Pandharipande, Calabrese, Lim, & Rajagopal, 2014; Zheng &
Kleiner, 2014). Through a network of sensors, an individual fault
or correlated failures in a system component can be detected and
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localized, and restorative actions can be executed in response to
these faults. Whereas network observability for a given sensing
capability has beenwidely studied in the context of fault detection,
sensor placement for fault isolability, i.e. the ability to distinguish
between faults, has not been a commonly studied problem,
especially in the context of pipe bursts in water distribution
networks.

The goal of thiswork is to design a sensor placement configuration
for identification of pipe failure locations by using the minimum
number of sensors. The underlying idea behind our approach is to
ensure that the sensor placement results in a collective output that
is unique for each failure event. Specifically, ourmain contributions
are as follows, we:
– Define the localization of pipe bursts as the design objective

of a sensor network configuration, and using ideas from
combinatorial optimization, we formulate the fault location
identification problem as aminimum test cover (MTC) problem;

– Develop a computationally efficient augmented greedy algo-
rithm to solve the minimum test cover problem (resp. identi-
fication problem), which is significantly faster in comparison to
the previous approaches and therefore, scalable to large-scale
networks; and

– Test and evaluate our sensor placement approach on a batch of
real-networks of various sizes and parameters using practically
relevant performance measures.
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Nomenclature

C t
i Set of pair-wise link failures detected by the sensor i

Ci Set of link failures detected by the sensor i
C Collection of all Ci’s
Ct Collection of all C t

i ’s
fD Detection function
fI Identification function
h Hydraulic head
ID Normalized detection score
II Normalized identification score
IL Normalized localization score
IW Number of elements in the largest localization set
k Maximum number of link failures detected by any

sensor
ℓj jth (failure) event
ℓt
ij Unordered pair of (failure) events ℓi and ℓj

L Set of all (failure) events
Lt Set of all pair-wise (failure) events
L Localization set
m Total number of sensors
M Influence matrix
Mt Transformed influence matrix
n Total number of events
p Pressure
q Flow
Si The location of the ith sensor
S Set of all sensors
yS Outputs of sensors in the set S

Our paper is motivated by the need to consider localization of
pipe bursts in the deployment phase of new sensing technologies,
since this consideration can significantly reduce the response time
and overall costs of fault localization to the distribution utilities.
We base our work on the use of low-cost, high-rate online sensors
measuring water pressure for remote detection of pipe burst using
data mining techniques. Real-world examples are the PIPENET in
Boston,MA, US (Stoianov, Nachman,Madden, & Tokmouline, 2007)
and the WaterWise in Singapore (Allen et al., 2011). The sensor
placement problem is not unique to the water sector and can be
found in many engineering applications for system operation. We
discuss some of the related work in Section 7.

In Section 2, we present the network and the sensing models
and formulate the detection and identification problems as the
minimum set cover (MSC) and minimum test cover (MTC) prob-
lems, respectively. A key aspect of the MTC problem formulation
is the choice of the objective function, which is to select the min-
imum number of tests from a collection of tests such that every
event can be uniquely classified in one of the given categories based
on selected tests’ outcomes (Moret & Shapiro, 1985). In our setup,
the set of outcomes of tests comprises of the output vector from
sensors, events are pipe failures, and classification categories are
the possible locations of the failed pipes. In Section 3, we present a
solution approach as in Halldórsson, Halldórsson, and Ravi (2001)
and Svärd, Nyberg, and Frisk (2013), inwhich theMTC is first trans-
formed to the MSC and then solved using the greedy approxima-
tion (Minoux, 1978).

In Section 4we present an augmented greedy algorithm for solv-
ing the MTC that does not require the complete transformation
of the MTC to the equivalent MSC, and directly computes the ob-
jective function in a greedy fashion. This algorithm is much faster
than the standard greedy approach and considerably improves the
scalability of our approach. In Sections 5 and 6, we demonstrate
our approach using a benchmark and a batch of twelve real wa-
ter distribution networks of various sizes and specifications. We

suggest four metrics to evaluate the performance of the design in-
cluding detection, identification, and localization scores. Although
we demonstrate our results in the context of water networks, our
algorithm provides an improved solution to the generic test cover
problem. Section 8 summarizes our work and proposes future ex-
tensions.

2. Problem formulation

Consider the problem of placing online sensors measuring hy-
draulic pressures with high frequency such that the identification
of pipe failure locations is maximized. Based on the number of
pipes where link failures (i.e., pipe bursts) can happen, we con-
sider n link failures as a set of failure events, denoted by L =
{ℓ1, . . . , ℓn}. For the ease of presentation and without the loss of
generality, let ℓj denote the failure event at the jth pipe. Moreover,
we define a set of sensors that can be placed atm nodes of the net-
work as S = {S1, . . . , Sm}. Here, Si denotes the location of the ith
sensor. The outputs from sensors, which are based on the change
in pressure induced by the failure event, are denoted by yS .

2.1. Network dynamics and sensing model

A water distribution network can be represented by a graph
comprising nodes (supply and demand) connected by links (pipes,
valves, and pumps). Physical failures of the infrastructure, such
as pipe bursts, cause a disturbance in the flow, which moves
through the system as a pressure wave known as water hammer,
or surge with very high velocity, varying typically in the range of
600–1500 (m

s ) (Misiunas, 2005). This implies that the steady state
analysis employed by traditional methods such as supervisory
control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems are inadequate and
that the transient system dynamics between the initial and the
final steady state conditions need to be considered.

The transient system state can be typically described by mass
and momentum partial differential equations (Wylie, Streeter, &
Suo, 1993). The method of characteristics (MOC) is a numerical
technique typically used to approximate the solution of the
hydraulic transients. The MOC transforms the partial differential
equations into ordinary differential equations that evolve along
specific characteristic lines of the numerical grid, which are solved
explicitly to compute the head and flow, hi,t+1, qi,t+1, at new point
in time and space. Here, t and i indicate the discrete points of the
numerical grid. For a given pipe, the two characteristic equations
describing the hydraulic transients are formulated as Misiunas
(2005):

hi,t+1 =
1
2


hi−1,t + hi+1,t + b


qi−1,t − qi+1,t


+ r


qi+1,t |qi+1,t | − qi−1,t |qi−1,t |


(1)

qi,t+1 =
1
b


hi,t+1 − hi+1,t + qi+1,t − r|qi+1,t |


, (2)

where r is the resistance coefficient associated with the steady
state, and b is the impedance coefficient associated with the
transient state. For b = 0 the set of Eqs. (1), (2) is reduced to
the steady state, where the head loss along a pipe occurs only
due to friction (Todini & Rossman, 2013). Additional information
describing transient dynamics can be found in the supporting
information (SI) (Sela Perelman, Abbas, Koutsoukos, &Amin, 2015).

The effect of a pipe burst at location i can be translated into
boundary conditions using the orifice head-flow relation (Wylie
et al., 1993). Before the burst occurs, the cross-section area of the
orifice is equal to zero and it increases during a burst, hence we
can expect a sudden change in the hydraulic head. The relationship
between the head and the pressure, measured by the sensors at
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